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Australia:  
Celebrate at Sydney Harbour
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Rydge, Richard.  (2014, Jan. 3).  NYE 2013 Sydney.  Sydney Harbour NYE Celebrations.  Flickr.  Retrieved Dec. 24, 2023 from https://flickr.com/photos/rikpiks/11721377436/  Used under a Creative Commons Attribution Non-commercial No Derivatives License.AuFrom Wikipedia.org:  “Sydney New Year's Eve is an annual New Year's Eve fireworks event in Sydney, New South Wales, Australia. The event currently consists of two fireworks shows, with an evening display known as the "Family Fireworks" held at 9:00 p.m. AEDT, and the main "Midnight Fireworks" held at 12:00 a.m. Fireworks are launched from barges in Port Jackson, as well as nearby landmarks such as the Sydney Opera House, and the Sydney Harbour Bridge, which serves as the main focal point of the show via lighting and pyrotechnic effects.” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sydney_New_Year%27s_Eve



Brazil:

CCA NC Image:  Glenn Simmons

Jump 7 waves & make 7 wishes
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Simmons, Glenn.  (2012, Mar. 22).  Jumping waves.  We spent a day at the beach in Florida.  Flickr.  Retrieved Dec. 24, 2023 from https://www.flickr.com/photos/simmogl/6858386242/  Used under a Creative Commons Attribution Non-commercial License.From Forbes.com:  “Brazil: Jump Over Seven Waves, Make Seven Wishes.  In Rio, ocean-related New Year’s traditions abound.  Millions of beachgoers throng the shore on New Year’s Eve to make offerings to the sea and wish upon waves, for example. You’re usually supposed to jump seven waves, since seven is considered a lucky number.”https://www.forbes.com/sites/capitalone/2018/12/19/new-years-eve-traditions-from-around-the-globe/?sh=4b302ea27e06
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Canada:
Go ice fishing
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Gardner, Scott.  (2016, Jul. 22).  Pixabay.  Retrieved Dec. 23, 2023 from https://pixabay.com/photos/ice-fishing-canada-trout-winter-1535229/ Free for use under the Pixabay Content License.
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Canada:  Go ice fishing
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China:  Eat a New Year’s Meal
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Alpha.  (2022, Jan. 31).  Chinese New Year Eve dinner dishes 2022.  Flickr.  Retrieved Dec. 23, 2023 from https://www.flickr.com/photos/avlxyz/51854589835/  Used under a Creative Commons Attribution Non-commercial License.Nian Ye Fan (年夜饭) 



China:  
Give money in 
red envelopes
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CDD20.  (2022, Jan. 22).  Pixabay.  Retrieved Dec. 24, 2023 from https://pixabay.com/illustrations/red-envelope-chinese-new-year-6957469/   Free to use under the Pixabay Content License.
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Colombia:  
Carry an 

empty suitcase 
around the 

block
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Valerii77.  (2019, Feb. 11).  Pixabay.  Retrieved Dec. 23, 2023 from https://pixabay.com/photos/suitcase-girl-woman-travel-bag-3991326/  Free for use under the Pixabay Content License.From Forbes.com:  “Colombia: Carry A Suitcase To Ensure A Year Full of Travel At midnight on New Year’s Eve, the people of this South American country run around the block with a suitcase. The idea is that this ushers in an adventurous year to come. Plus, it starts the year off with an energetic bang.”https://www.forbes.com/sites/capitalone/2018/12/19/new-years-eve-traditions-from-around-the-globe/?sh=4b302ea27e06
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Colombia: 

Choose one 
of 3 potatoes 
from under 

the bed
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Tankilevitch, Polina.  (2020, Apr. 8).  Pexels.  Retrieved Dec. 23, 2023 from https://www.pexels.com/photo/close-up-of-potatoes-4110464/  Free to use under the Pexels License.From Taste of Home:  “On the last night of the year, Colombians place three potatoes—one peeled, one unpeeled, and one half peeled—under their beds. At midnight, they pull out the first potato they touch. Peeled means they’ll have financial problems, unpeeled indicates abundance, and half peeled…well, somewhere in between.”https://www.tasteofhome.com/collection/new-years-eve-traditions-around-world/
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Denmark:  
Smash plates
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PublicDomainPictures.  (2012, Feb. 21).  Pixabay.  Retrieved Dec. 23, 2023 from https://pixabay.com/photos/broken-plate-ikea-black-object-15463/  Free for use under the Pixabay Content License.From Medium.com:  “In Denmark, there is a unique tradition that takes place every year on the 31st of December. Rather than throwing away unused dishes and plates, Danes save them until the end of the year when they affectionately shatter them against the doors of all their friends and relatives. This tradition is known as “smashing plates” or “plate smashing.”The origins of this tradition are not entirely clear, but it is thought to have started as a way to show appreciation for the people in one’s life. By smashing plates against someone’s door, it is a way of saying “thank you” and wishing them good luck in the coming year.Plate smashing is also a way to let go of the past and start fresh. Breaking old dishes and plates symbolizes leaving behind any negative energy or bad luck from the previous year and making room for new opportunities and positive experiences in the upcoming year.To prepare for plate smashing, Danes collect unused plates throughout the year, often purchasing them at thrift stores or garage sales. Some even decorate the plates with messages or drawings before smashing them. On New Year’s Eve, the plates are brought to the homes of friends and family, where they are shattered against the front door…..”https://medium.com/@456anusharao/smashing-tradition-exploring-denmarks-affectionate-plate-shattering-ritual-on-new-year-s-eve-60ca113b5b49
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Denmark: 
Smash plates
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Eneida Nieves.  (2018, Jan. 15).  Pexels.  Retrieved Dec. 23, 2023 from https://www.pexels.com/photo/grayscale-of-woman-in-black-flat-sandals-walking-803951/  Free to use under the Pexels License.From Medium.com:  “In Denmark, there is a unique tradition that takes place every year on the 31st of December. Rather than throwing away unused dishes and plates, Danes save them until the end of the year when they affectionately shatter them against the doors of all their friends and relatives. This tradition is known as “smashing plates” or “plate smashing.”The origins of this tradition are not entirely clear, but it is thought to have started as a way to show appreciation for the people in one’s life. By smashing plates against someone’s door, it is a way of saying “thank you” and wishing them good luck in the coming year.Plate smashing is also a way to let go of the past and start fresh. Breaking old dishes and plates symbolizes leaving behind any negative energy or bad luck from the previous year and making room for new opportunities and positive experiences in the upcoming year.To prepare for plate smashing, Danes collect unused plates throughout the year, often purchasing them at thrift stores or garage sales. Some even decorate the plates with messages or drawings before smashing them. On New Year’s Eve, the plates are brought to the homes of friends and family, where they are shattered against the front door…..”https://medium.com/@456anusharao/smashing-tradition-exploring-denmarks-affectionate-plate-shattering-ritual-on-new-year-s-eve-60ca113b5b49



Denmark:  
Jump from 

a chair
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Grabowska, Karolina.  (2020, Dec. 21).  Pexels.  Retrieved Dec. 24, 2023 from https://www.pexels.com/photo/cute-girl-in-pink-apron-standing-on-a-white-chair-6255761/  Free to use under the Pexels License.From Denmark.dk:  “When the clock strikes twelve, some Danes follow the more recent tradition of jumping off a chair or sofa and "into the new year."  https://denmark.dk/people-and-culture/danish-traditions



England:  Watch 
fireworks at Big Ben
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Chabot, Chris.  (2014, Dec. 31).  Well hello there 2015!  Flickr.  Retrieved Dec. 24, 2023 from https://flickr.com/photos/chrischabot/16134208486/  Used under a Creative Commons Attribution Non-commercial License.From Wikipedia.org:  “The most prominent New Year's Eve (Old Year's Night) celebration in England is that of Central London, where the arrival of midnight is greeted with the chimes of Big Ben. In recent years, a major fireworks display has also been held, with fireworks launched from the nearby London Eye Ferris wheel.” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Year%27s_Eve



France: 
Give children 
les étrennes

(tips)
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Altmann, Gerd (Geralt).  (2014, Nov. 5).  Pixabay.  Retrieved Dec. 24, 2023 from https://pixabay.com/photos/hand-keep-finger-euro-coin-money-517114/  Free for use under the Pixabay Content License.From EuropeIsNotDead.com:  “In another region, Savoie, on New Year’s Day and throughout January, it was customary to give money to children, “les étrennes” (which we could translate as ‘New Year’s tip’), every time they went to visit family members. It is still common nowadays to give some New Year tips or gifts to house staff, guards and concierges to reward the quality of the service provided during the previous year.” https://europeisnotdead.com/european-new-year-traditions/
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Germany:
Bleigießen
(Pour lead)
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Anccapictures.  (2016, Dec. 26).  Pexels.  Retrieved Dec. 23, 2023 from https://pixabay.com/photos/lead-pouring-tradition-prediction-1926340/  Free for use under the Pixabay Content License.From Wikipedia.org:  “Molybdomancy (Bleigießen) is another German New Year's Eve tradition, which involves telling fortunes by the shapes made by molten lead dropped into cold water.”https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Year%27s_EveFrom Afar.com:  “In much of German-speaking Europe, as well as Finland, Bulgaria, Czechia, and Türkiye, it’s customary to heat small pieces of lead, then cast them in cold water and make a prediction for the new year based on the shapes that form. For example, if a ball forms, luck will roll your way. These days, kits throughout German-speaking countries include tin (rather than lead) figurines to melt.”https://www.afar.com/magazine/new-years-traditions-from-around-the-worldBleigießen = Lead Pouring



Germany:  

Give 
Glückschweinchen

(marzipan pigs)
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Cocoparisienne.  (2016, Jun. 14).  Pixabay.  Retrieved Dec. 23, 2023 from https://pixabay.com/photos/pig-marzipan-pig-animal-lucky-charm-1457311/ Free for use under the Pixabay Content License.From Wikipedia.org:  “Finally a tiny marzipan pig is consumed for more good luck.[citation needed].”https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Year%27s_EveGlückschweinchen (Marzipan Pig)



Greece:
Smash pomegranates 

against the door
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SusaWick.  (2021, Jan. 28).  Pixabay.  Retrieved Dec. 24, 2023 from https://pixabay.com/photos/pomegranate-fruit-sweet-vitamins-5954300/  Free for use under the Pixabay Content License.From Afar.com:  “Podariko, a Greek custom that roughly translates to “good foot,” aims to bring luck at the start of the year. Before the holiday, households will hang pomegranates, thought to be a sign of luck, prosperity, and fertility, from their door. Then, on New Year’s Eve just before midnight, everyone will shut off the lights and leave the house so they can send a lucky individual to be the first to reenter the house, right foot first. When done correctly, it brings the family good fortune for the year. Afterward, a second person will take the pomegranate in their right hand and smash it against the door to see just how much luck—the more juicy seeds that spill out, the more luck the new year will bring.”https://www.afar.com/magazine/new-years-traditions-from-around-the-world



Ireland: Throw 
a barmbrack

Image:  Fordmadoxfraud

against the inside 
of the front door
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Fordmadoxfraud.  (2007, Mar. 29). Barmbrack.  Wikimedia Commons.  Retrieved Dec. 24, 2023 from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Barmbrack.jpg  Used under the  Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported License.From Wikipedia.org:  “In many of the country, a large barmbrack would be baked during the day, with the man of the house taking three large bites of the cake in the evening, and throwing it against the inside of the front door as an offering to the Holy Trinity. An invocation accompanied this:"Fógraímíd an gortaAmach to tír na dTurcach;Ó 'nocht go bliain ó 'nochtAgus 'nocht féin amach"[76]This translates as "We warn famine to retire, To the land of the Turks; From tonight to this night twelve months, And from this night itself." The bits of cake would be gathered, and eaten by the family.[76] ”https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Year%27s_Eve



Israel:  Rosh Hashanah (Sept./Oct.)
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Ri_Ya.  (2019, Sept. 24).  Pixabay.  Retrieved Dec. 24, 2023 from https://pixabay.com/photos/jewish-new-year-sweet-holiday-ripe-4500585/  Free for use under the Pixabay Content License.From Wikipedia.org:  “Rosh Hashanah meals usually include apples dipped in honey to symbolize a sweet new year…. The Yehi Ratzon platter may include apples (dipped in honey, baked or cooked as a compote called mansanada); dates; pomegranates; black-eyed peas; pumpkin-filled pastries called rodanchas; leek fritters called keftedes de prasa; beets; and a whole fish with the head intact…..  Sliced carrots are also typically eaten to symbolize gold coins and hopes for continued wealth and prosperity. In Hebrew the word for carrot is gezer (גזר) which sounds similar to the word g’zar - the Hebrew word for “decree.” Serving carrots on Rosh Hashanah symbolizes a desire to have God nullify any negative decrees against us.[53] Pomegranates are used in many traditions, to symbolize being fruitful like the pomegranate with its many seeds.[54] Typically, round challah bread is served, to symbolize the cycle of the year.[54][46] ”https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rosh_Hashanah



Italy:

Image:  Mygraphx
Eat 12 spoonfuls of lentils
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Mygraphx.  (2018, Oct. 10).  Pixabay.  Retrieved Dec. 24, 2023 from https://pixabay.com/photos/lentil-soup-lenses-stew-food-3738547/  Free for use under the Pixabay Content License.From Wikipedia.org:  “ Rarely followed today is the tradition that consist in eating lentil stew when the bell tolls midnight, one spoonful per bell. This is supposed to bring good fortune; the round lentils represent coins.”https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Year%27s_Eve
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Japan:  Release balloon wishes
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Froschmann.  (2011, Jan. 4). まだかな.  東京タワーが消灯.  Flickr.  Retrieved Dec. 23, 2023 from https://flickr.com/photos/froschmann-jp/5324172054/  Used under a Creative Commons Attribution Non-commercial No Derivatives License.From Wikipedia.org:  From Wikipedia.org:  “In Japan, New Year's Eve is used to prepare for and welcome Toshigami (年神), the New Year's god. Japanese clean their homes and prepare Kadomatsu or Shimenawa to welcome the god before New Year's Eve. Buddhist temples ring their bells 108 times at midnight in the traditional Joya no Kane (除夜の鐘).[22] The rings represent the 108 elements of bonō (煩悩), mental states that lead Japanese to take unwholesome actions.[23]  In most cities and urban areas across Japan, New Year's Eve celebrations are usually accompanied by concerts, countdowns, fireworks and other events. In Tokyo, the two most crowded celebrations are held at the Shibuya crossing in Shibuya and the Zojoji Temple in Minato. Japanese gather around the Zojoji Temple to release helium balloons with New Year's wishes up in the sky and watch the lighting of Tokyo Tower and Tokyo Skytree with a year number displayed on the observatory at the stroke of midnight.” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Year%27s_EveŌmisoka (大晦日)� (Zōjō-ji Temple) 



Japan: Celebrate at 
the Zōjō-ji Temple

CCA SA Image: Wilhelm Joys Andersen
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Andersen, Wilhelm Joys.  (2007, Jan. 2). New Year in Tokyo.  Celebrating New Year by the Zōjō-ji temple (三縁山増上寺) in central Tokyo (東京). The balloons partly visible -- all three thousand of them -- have wishes attached to their strings, and are released exactly at midnight.  Flickr.  Retrieved Dec. 23, 2023 from https://flickr.com/photos/wilhelmja/342200475/  Used under a Creative Commons Attribution Share Alike License.From Wikipedia.org:  “In Japan, New Year's Eve is used to prepare for and welcome Toshigami (年神), the New Year's god. Japanese clean their homes and prepare Kadomatsu or Shimenawa to welcome the god before New Year's Eve. Buddhist temples ring their bells 108 times at midnight in the traditional Joya no Kane (除夜の鐘).[22] The rings represent the 108 elements of bonō (煩悩), mental states that lead Japanese to take unwholesome actions.[23]In most cities and urban areas across Japan, New Year's Eve celebrations are usually accompanied by concerts, countdowns, fireworks and other events. In Tokyo, the two most crowded celebrations are held at the Shibuya crossing in Shibuya and the Zojoji Temple in Minato. Japanese gather around the Zojoji Temple to release helium balloons with New Year's wishes up in the sky and watch the lighting of Tokyo Tower and Tokyo Skytree with a year number displayed on the observatory at the stroke of midnight.” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Year%27s_Eve三縁山増上寺 (Zōjō-ji Temple) 
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Japan: Ring the bell 108 times
Joya no Kane (除夜の鐘)
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Vierthaler, Patrick.  (2020, Jan. 4). Joya no Kane 除夜の鐘.  Flickr.  Retrieved Dec. 23, 2023 from https://www.flickr.com/photos/pv9007/49326196248  Used under a Creative Commons Attribution Non-commercial License.From Wikipedia.org:  “In Japan, New Year's Eve is used to prepare for and welcome Toshigami (年神), the New Year's god. Japanese clean their homes and prepare Kadomatsu or Shimenawa to welcome the god before New Year's Eve. Buddhist temples ring their bells 108 times at midnight in the traditional Joya no Kane (除夜の鐘).[22] The rings represent the 108 elements of bonō (煩悩), mental states that lead Japanese to take unwholesome actions.[23]In most cities and urban areas across Japan, New Year's Eve celebrations are usually accompanied by concerts, countdowns, fireworks and other events. In Tokyo, the two most crowded celebrations are held at the Shibuya crossing in Shibuya and the Zojoji Temple in Minato. Japanese gather around the Zojoji Temple to release helium balloons with New Year's wishes up in the sky and watch the lighting of Tokyo Tower and Tokyo Skytree with a year number displayed on the observatory at the stroke of midnight.” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Year%27s_Eve



Korea:  Honor ancestors Image:  Jay_Jung
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Jay_Jung.  (2019, May 8). Pixabay.  Retrieved Dec. 24, 2023 from https://pixabay.com/photos/ancestral-rites-memorial-korean-4184878/From Wikipedia.org: “Many preparations go into celebrating the Korean New Year. During the first morning, Koreans pay their respect towards their ancestors. Traditional foods are placed on a table as an offering to the ancestors, and a rite begins with deep bows from all family members. This is a sign of respect and a very important practice on the first day of the New Year in Korea. It is also where they pray for the well-being of all the family members.[4] ”https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Korean_New_Year
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Korea: Ring the 
Bosingak bell 33 times
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Presentation Notes
SK Story.  (2014, Dec. 30). [Happiness PEOPLE] The bell ringer announcing the New Year, Shin Cheol-min’s happiness is all kinds of things to see.Every year on December 31st, the streets are filled with ‘hope’. As midnight approaches, Jonggak Station, where Bosingak is located, is filled with people, and families are huddled together in front of the TV with the volume turned up. Oh, four, three, two, one! When the Bosingak Bell finally rings the first bell to announce the new year, “Woo-ung-”, we often hold many dreams in that clear sound.  Flickr.  Retrieved Dec. 23, 2023 from https://www.flickr.com/photos/61233609@N04/15520093994  Used under a Creative Commons Attribution Non-commercial No Derivatives License.From Wikipedia.org:  “In South Korea, two of the biggest celebrations take place in the capital of Seoul: the ringing of Bosingak bell 33 times at midnight and fireworks display at Myeong-dong, and an LED laser light show and fireworks display at the Lotte World Tower in Songpa-gu.” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Year%27s_Eve



Norway:
Eat 

kransekake
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Ashton, Elaine.  (2006, Jan. 9). Kransekake. A Danish/Norwegian wedding/New Year's/celebration cake made from rings of almond flour/paste, sugar and egg whites. Fun to make and easier than it looks. :) Recipe - www.axis-of-aevil.net/archives/2006/01/ring_toss.html.  Flickr.  Retrieved Dec. 23, 2023 from https://flickr.com/photos/hfb/84491614/  Used under a Creative Commons Attribution, No Derivatives License.Nyttårsaften�From Wikipedia.org:  “Kransekage (Danish) or kransekake (Norwegian) is a traditional Danish and Norwegian confection, often eaten on special occasions in Scandinavia. In English, the name means wreath cake. In Norway it is alternatively referred to as tårnkake (English: tower cake) and often prepared for Constitution Day celebrations, Christmas, weddings, and baptisms. In Denmark it is typically eaten as part of New Year celebrations…” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kransekage



Norway

CCA NC Image:  Like_the_Grand_Canyon
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Like_the_Grand_Canyon.  (2013, Jan. 12). Kransekake. Very traditional Norwegian cake!  Flickr.  Retrieved Dec. 23, 2023 from https://flickr.com/photos/like_the_grand_canyon/8374200618/  Used under a Creative Commons Attribution, Non-commercial License.From Wikipedia.org:  “Kransekage (Danish) or kransekake (Norwegian) is a traditional Danish and Norwegian confection, often eaten on special occasions in Scandinavia. In English, the name means wreath cake. In Norway it is alternatively referred to as tårnkake (English: tower cake) and often prepared for Constitution Day celebrations, Christmas, weddings, and baptisms. In Denmark it is typically eaten as part of New Year celebrations…” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kransekage



Philippines:  
Eat round 

fruits 

CCA NC Image:  Vickisee.com
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Vickisee.com.  (2013, Dec. 31). Getting ready to ring in the new year! Filipino traditions include holding coins, eating round fruits and wearing polka dots for good luck/wealth plus A LOT of fireworks...it's 6pm and they've already started.  Flickr.  Retrieved Dec. 23, 2023 from https://www.flickr.com/photos/vickisee/11665695686/  Used under a Creative Commons Attribution, Non-commercial License.From Wikipedia.org:  “In the Philippines, New Year's Eve (Bisperas ng Bagong Taon) is a special non-working holiday (except for 2021 and 2022, where it is a special working holiday)…Many opt to wear new, bright, or colorful clothes with circular patterns, such as polka dots, or display sweets and twelve round fruits in the belief that circles attract money, while candies represent a sweeter year ahead. Several customs must be done exactly at midnight: scattering coins to increase wealth in the coming year, jumping to increase height, or the Spanish custom of eating twelve grapes, one for each month of the year. Filipinos also make loud noises by blowing on cardboard or plastic horns called torotot, banging on pots and pans, playing loud music, blowing car horns, or by lighting firecrackers and bamboo cannons. It is an apotropaic ritual, as the din is believed to scare away bad luck and evil spirits.”https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Year%27s_Eve



Philippines:  Wear polka dots

Image:  Daniel Go
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Go, Daniel.  (2012, Mar. 15).  Flickr.  Retrieved Dec. 23, 2023 fromhttps://www.flickr.com/photos/danielygo/6837326582/Used under a Creative Commons Attribution Non-commercial License.From Wikipedia.org:  “In the Philippines, New Year's Eve (Bisperas ng Bagong Taon) is a special non-working holiday (except for 2021 and 2022, where it is a special working holiday)…Many opt to wear new, bright, or colorful clothes with circular patterns, such as polka dots, or display sweets and twelve round fruits in the belief that circles attract money, while candies represent a sweeter year ahead. Several customs must be done exactly at midnight: scattering coins to increase wealth in the coming year, jumping to increase height, or the Spanish custom of eating twelve grapes, one for each month of the year. Filipinos also make loud noises by blowing on cardboard or plastic horns called torotot, banging on pots and pans, playing loud music, blowing car horns, or by lighting firecrackers and bamboo cannons. It is an apotropaic ritual, as the din is believed to scare away bad luck and evil spirits.”https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Year%27s_Eve



Philippines:  

Wear 
polka dots

Image:  Anna Shvets
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Shvets, Anna.  (2020, Feb. 16). Pexels.  Retrieved Dec. 23, 2023 from https://www.pexels.com/photo/woman-in-black-and-white-polka-dot-shirt-3746262/  Free to use under the Pexels License.From Wikipedia.org:  “In the Philippines, New Year's Eve (Bisperas ng Bagong Taon) is a special non-working holiday (except for 2021 and 2022, where it is a special working holiday)…Many opt to wear new, bright, or colorful clothes with circular patterns, such as polka dots, or display sweets and twelve round fruits in the belief that circles attract money, while candies represent a sweeter year ahead. Several customs must be done exactly at midnight: scattering coins to increase wealth in the coming year, jumping to increase height, or the Spanish custom of eating twelve grapes, one for each month of the year. Filipinos also make loud noises by blowing on cardboard or plastic horns called torotot, banging on pots and pans, playing loud music, blowing car horns, or by lighting firecrackers and bamboo cannons. It is an apotropaic ritual, as the din is believed to scare away bad luck and evil spirits.”https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Year%27s_Eve



Philippines: 

Jump as high 
as you can

Image:  PXHere

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
(2017, Jan. 13).  PxHere.  Retrieved Dec. 23, 2023 from https://pxhere.com/en/photo/346033   Used under a CC0 Public Domain License.  Free for personal and commercial use.From Wikipedia.org:  “In the Philippines, New Year's Eve (Bisperas ng Bagong Taon) is a special non-working holiday (except for 2021 and 2022, where it is a special working holiday)…Many opt to wear new, bright, or colorful clothes with circular patterns, such as polka dots, or display sweets and twelve round fruits in the belief that circles attract money, while candies represent a sweeter year ahead. Several customs must be done exactly at midnight: scattering coins to increase wealth in the coming year, jumping to increase height, or the Spanish custom of eating twelve grapes, one for each month of the year. Filipinos also make loud noises by blowing on cardboard or plastic horns called torotot, banging on pots and pans, playing loud music, blowing car horns, or by lighting firecrackers and bamboo cannons. It is an apotropaic ritual, as the din is believed to scare away bad luck and evil spirits.”https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Year%27s_Eve



Portugal:

Find the 
fava bean 

in the
bolo-rei

CCA NC ND Image:  Distopiandreamgirl

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Distopiandreamgirl.  (2010, Jan. 3). bolo rei.  portuguese sweet yeast cake ring, for christmas and epiphany. on a pinheiro plate.  i got a little carried away with the embellishments....  Flickr.  Retrieved Dec. 24, 2023 from https://flickr.com/photos/probonobaker/4241483753/  Used under a Creative Commons Attribution, Non-commercial No Derivatives License.From Wikipedia.org:  “Another Portuguese tradition is a special cake called Bolo-Rei (literally: King Cake). Bolo-Rei is a round cake with a large hole in the centre, resembling a crown covered with crystallized and dried fruit. It is baked from a soft, white dough, with raisins, various nuts and crystallized fruit. Inside is hidden the characteristic fava (broad bean). Tradition dictates that whoever finds the fava has to pay for the Bolo-Rei next year. Initially, a small prize (usually a small metal toy) was also included within the cake. However, the inclusion of the prize was forbidden by the European Union for safety reasons.” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Year%27s_Eve



Russia:  Have 12 seconds of silence

CCA Image:  Kurt:S

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Kurt:S.  (2015, Sept. 30).  Russian wristwatch.  Flickr.  Retrieved Dec. 23, 2023 from https://www.flickr.com/photos/testlab/21838850705/  Used under a Creative Commons Attribution License.From Afar.com:  “Russia: 12 seconds of silence before midnight.  Russians say thank you to the past year by remembering its most important events during the hours leading up to midnight, and they use 12 seconds of silence before the stroke of midnight to make wishes.”https://www.afar.com/magazine/new-years-traditions-from-around-the-world#:~:text=Russia%3A%2012%20seconds%20of%20silence,of%20midnight%20to%20make%20wishes.
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Russia:

Remember the 
most important 

events of the year

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Vika_Glitter.  (2022, Dec. 14).  Pixabay.  Retrieved Dec. 23, 2023 from https://pixabay.com/photos/woman-fairy-lights-winter-new-year-7654742/ Free for use under the Pixabay Content License.From Afar.com:  “Russia: 12 seconds of silence before midnight.  Russians say thank you to the past year by remembering its most important events during the hours leading up to midnight, and they use 12 seconds of silence before the stroke of midnight to make wishes.”https://www.afar.com/magazine/new-years-traditions-from-around-the-world#:~:text=Russia%3A%2012%20seconds%20of%20silence,of%20midnight%20to%20make%20wishes.
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Russia: 

Make wishes for 
the new year
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Vika_Glitter.  (2022, Dec. 12).  Pixabay.  Retrieved Dec. 23, 2023 from https://pixabay.com/photos/woman-christmas-fair-winter-7648696/ Free for use under the Pixabay Content License.From Afar.com:  “Russia: 12 seconds of silence before midnight.  Russians say thank you to the past year by remembering its most important events during the hours leading up to midnight, and they use 12 seconds of silence before the stroke of midnight to make wishes.”https://www.afar.com/magazine/new-years-traditions-from-around-the-world#:~:text=Russia%3A%2012%20seconds%20of%20silence,of%20midnight%20to%20make%20wishes.
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Russia: 

Decorate aYolka
(New Year tree)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A1.  (2016, Jan. 1). New year tree Kyiv 2016.  Wikimedia Commons.  Retrieved Dec. 23, 2023 from https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:New_year_tree_Kyiv_2016.png  Used under the Creative Commons CC0 1.0 Universal Public Domain Dedication License.From Wikipedia.org:  “New Year trees are decorated trees similar to Christmas trees[citation needed] that are displayed to specifically celebrate the New Year. They should not be confused with the practice of leaving up a Christmas tree until after New Year's Day (traditionally until the Epiphany on 6 January).[1] New Year trees are common in various cultures and nations, chiefly the former Soviet Union, former Yugoslavia, Turkey, China and Vietnam…. Russian and Turkish New Year trees are of the same varieties as those used for Christmas trees, although a spruce tree is the most usual type. The decorations are the same as for Christmas trees; however the Russian style New Year tree is completely secular and its decorations include no religious symbols.[2] ”https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Year_tree



Scotland:  Go to a Hogmany celebration

CCA SA Image:  Brendan Campbell
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Presentation Notes
Campbell, Brendan.  (2009, Jun. 3).  Stonehaven Hogmany 2008 042. Flickr.  Retrieved Dec. 23, 2023 from https://www.flickr.com/photos/bobfantastic/3592064722/  Used under a Creative Commons Attribution Share Alike License.From Afar.com:  “In Scotland, Hogmanay is an end-of-year New Year’s Eve party that starts on December 30 and ends on New Year’s Day. There are many variations of Hogmanay celebrations throughout the country, but the most common tradition is that of “first footing,” which involves being the first to visit friends and neighbors, often with a symbolic gift in hand….If you happen to be in Edinburgh for the festivities, expect to see pipers and drummers leading torch-wielding locals on a procession throughout the city on December 30.” https://www.afar.com/magazine/new-years-traditions-from-around-the-world



Scotland:  
Redding the 

house

(Cleaning 
the house)

Image:  Johnnyhypno
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Presentation Notes
Johnnyhypno.  (2019, Feb. 25).  Pixabay.  Retrieved Dec. 24, 2023 from https://pixabay.com/photos/broom-door-step-flowers-4019421/  Free for use under the Pixabay Content License.From Afar.com:  “In Scotland, Hogmanay is an end-of-year New Year’s Eve party that starts on December 30 and ends on New Year’s Day. There are many variations of Hogmanay celebrations throughout the country, but the most common tradition is that of “first footing,” which involves being the first to visit friends and neighbors, often with a symbolic gift in hand.People gather to sing “Auld Lang Syne” (which is sung the world over, but is originally Scottish) as the clock strikes midnight, but one of the most important New Year’s Eve traditions is the redding of the house. This is essentially a deep clean around your home, from the cabinets to the front door. One spot that’s focused on is the fireplace—all old ashes are cleaned out so everyone in the house can start the year off fresh.”https://www.afar.com/magazine/new-years-traditions-from-around-the-world



Spain:  
Eat 12 

Grapes
CCA NC ND Image:  JaulaDeArdilla
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Presentation Notes
JaulaDeArdilla.  (2011, Jan. 2).  Nochevieja 20. The Twelve Grapes (Las doce uvas de la suerte, "The twelve grapes of luck") is a Spanish tradition since 1909. The tradition consists in eating a grape with each bell strike at midnight of December 31. According to the tradition, that leads to a year of prosperity.  Flickr.  Retrieved Dec. 23, 2023 from https://www.flickr.com/photos/jauladeardilla/5315496775/  Used under a Creative Commons Attribution, Non-commercial, No Derivatives License.



Sweden:  Eat kebab pizza

CCA NC Image:  Swedennewyork
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Swedennewyork.  (2015, Jul. 13). Who wants a slice of Swedish kebab pizza for lunch? 🙋😋🍕 #lunch #swedishpizza #pizza #kebabpizza #yum  Flickr.  Retrieved Dec. 23, 2023 from https://www.flickr.com/photos/swedennewyork/19476689620/  Used under a Creative Commons Attribution, Non-commercial License.NyårsfesterNyårsafton; 



Sweden:  
Find the 

almond in the 
rice pudding
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Catkin.  (2014, Oct. 12). Pixabay.  Retrieved Dec. 23, 2023 from https://pixabay.com/photos/rice-pudding-rice-cute-sweet-dish-480823/  Free for use under the Pixabay Content License.



Sweden:  Get a marzipan pig (if you 
find the almond in the rice pudding)
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NickyPe.  (2019, Dec. 18).  Pixabay.  Retrieved Dec. 23, 2023 from https://pixabay.com/photos/sylvester-lucky-charm-new-years-day-4705666/  Free for use under the Pixabay Content License.



Switzerland:

Drop a scoop  
of ice cream 

on the ground

Image:  Polina Tankilevitch
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Tankilevitch, Polina.  (2020, Jun. 24).  Pexels.  Retrieved Dec. 24, 2023 from https://www.pexels.com/photo/ice-cream-dropped-on-white-background-4725722/  Free to use under the Pexels License.



Ukraine:  Decorate a New Year tree

CCA SA Image:  Halyna, Kuchmanych
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Kuchmanych, Halyna.  (2022, Jan. 8).  Ukrainians enjoy the holiday near the Christmas tree in 2022.  Wikimedia Commons.  Retrieved Dec. 23, 2023 from https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Musicians_with_Ukrainian_folk_instruments_perform_carols_in_front_of_the_Christmas_tree.jpgUsed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0 International 



Ukraine:  Celebrate at a New Year tree
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Kuchmanych, Halyna.  (2022, Jan. 8). Musicians with Ukrainian folk instruments perform carols in front of the Christmas tree.  Wikimedia Commons.  Retrieved Dec. 23, 2023 from https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Musicians_with_Ukrainian_folk_instruments_perform_carols_in_front_of_the_Christmas_tree.jpgUsed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0 International 
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United Arab 
Emirates: 

Watch 
fireworks 
at the Burj 
Khalifa in 

Dubai
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Binsuwaif, Hisham.  (2010, Jan. 5).  Wikipedia.  Retrieved Dec. 24, 2023 from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Burj_khalifa_opening_ceremony.jpg  Used under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 2.0 License.
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United States:
Visit Times Square
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Gigi_nyc.  (2014, Jan. 4). 2014 NYE in Times Square.  Celebrated New Year's eve with family in Times Square and watched the ball drop at midnight. The ball came up the pole at 6 pm and every hour after there were fireworks and countdown to midnight. It was cold and windy but the experience was worth it.Flickr.  Retrieved Dec. 23, 2023 from https://www.flickr.com/photos/76807015@N03/11745399044  Used under a Creative Commons Attribution Non-commercial No Derivatives License.
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United States:  Watch the ball drop in Times Square
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Quintano, Anthony.  (2012, Dec. 30). New York City Times Square New Year's Ball.  Wikimedia Commons.  Retrieved Dec. 23, 2023 from https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:New_York_City_Times_Square_New_Year%27s_Ball_%2852594229104%29.jpg  Used under the Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 Generic License.



Kiss at midnight
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Altmann, Gerd (Geralt).  (2019, Dec. 25).  Pixabay.  Retrieved Dec. 29, 2023 from https://pixabay.com/photos/new-years-day-sylvester-kiss-4718100/  Free to use under the Pixabay Content License.
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United 
States: 

Watch 
fireworks
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IgorKocka.  (2023, Dec. 15).  Pixabay.  Retrieved Dec. 23, 2023 from https://pixabay.com/illustrations/fireworks-celebration-new-years-eve-8450615/   Free for use under the Pixabay Content License.
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